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ABOUT THE PROJECT
In the light of the EU 2030 Climate and Energy framework, MUSTEC- Market uptake of Solar
Thermal Electricity through Cooperation aims to explore and propose concrete solutions to
overcome the various factors that hinder the deployment of concentrated solar power (CSP)
projects in Southern Europe capable of supplying renewable electricity on demand to Central and
Northern European countries. To do so, the project will analyse the drivers and barriers to CSP
deployment and renewable energy (RE) cooperation in Europe, identify future CSP cooperation
opportunities and will propose a set of concrete measures to unlock the existing potential. To
achieve these objectives, MUSTEC will build on the experience and knowledge generated around
the cooperation mechanisms and CSP industry developments building on concrete CSP case studies.
Thereby we will consider the present and future European energy market design and policies as well
as the value of CSP at electricity markets and related economic and environmental benefits. In this
respect, MUSTEC combines a dedicated, comprehensive and multi-disciplinary analysis of past,
present and future CSP cooperation opportunities with a constant engagement and consultation
with policy makers and market participants. This will be achieved through an intense and
continuous stakeholder dialogue and by establishing a tailor-made knowledge sharing network.
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1 OVERVIEW
Within the modelling activities of work package 8, a wide range of input and output data has been
processed. This report is part of the documentation of the modelling database resulting from the
modelling tasks of WP8. This report in combination with the actual database form Deliverable 8.3.
This document describes the data underlying the modelling works for Deliverable 8.2 Market uptake
of concentrating solar power in Europe: model-based analysis of drivers and policy trade-offs (Resch
et al., 2020). They were conducted using the Green-X model (TU Wien) and the Enertile model
(Fraunhofer ISI).
The relevant modelling data, documentation and licence are openly accessible via
https://zenodo.org/record/3905045 and will be saved as well on the TU OwnCloud which serves as
archive for all project data which is collected, processed, or generated in the course of the MUSTEC
project.
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2 MODELLING FRAMEWORK
The findings of Resch et al. (2020) (Deliverable 8.2) are based on comprehensive modelling activities
within the two energy models Enertile (Fraunhofer ISI) and Green-X (TU Wien). A scenario-based
assessment of prospects for RES cooperation through an enhanced use of CSP from the integrated
(top-down) perspective is undertaken with TU Wien’s Green-X model. This techno-economic policy
analysis acts as key basis for our overall evaluation of prospects for CSP-tailored RES cooperation
across the EU. It allows for identifying monetary savings associated with enhanced RES cooperation
through CSP as well as resulting changes in costs, expenditures and benefits by region that come
alongside the changes in installed RES capacities and generation across the assessed countries. As
outlined above, the scenario analysis builds on the pathway conceptualisation undertaken within
WP7 where majority and minority pathways are defined under a more European or national energy
policy orientation. We focus here on the need for and impacts of RES cooperation, and the role CSP
plays in this context.
With Green-X the overall modelling of future RES developments in the EU and its neighbours is done
for all energy sectors (i.e. electricity, heating & cooling and biofuels in transport) whereas our
detailed assessment of enhanced cross- border RES cooperation through the use of CSP is limited to
the electricity sector.
Complementary to above and specifically for the electricity sector, grid and transmission needs or
constraints, respectively, together with the physical integration possibilities are evaluated from a
technical perspective in a power system analysis, done by use of Fraunhofer ISI’s Enertile model.
The output of Enertile is then be fed back into the RES investment model Green-X. In particular, the
feedback comprises the amount of RES that can be integrated into the grids, the electricity prices
and corresponding market revenues (i.e. market values of the produced electricity of variable and
dispatchable RES-E) of all assessed RES-E technologies for each assessed country.
Green-X analyses the renewable energy (RES) investments, RES diffusion rates, and related impacts
on costs, expenditures and benefits for the energy system. Enertile simulates the hourly dispatch of
all components of the electricity system: supply, storage and demand in the electricity market. The
covered geographic is EU281

1
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Figure 1: Interplay of Green-X and Enertile.

The iteration process between Green-X and Enertile is the following for each scenario:
1. Green-X
RES use2 (iteration 0)

calculates

default

(variable)

2. Enertile calculates optimal dispatch & investment in certain flex options (CSP, Natural
gas/biogas3, P2G+G2P, other storage options) (iteration 0)
3. Green-X recalculates (variable) RES use based on adapted market values and electricity
prices (iteration 1)
4. Enertile recalculates dispatch & investments in certain flex options (iteration 1)

2
3

Based on policy pathways (WP7)
Assumption in case of full decarbonisation: natural gas is replaced by green gas/biogas until 2050 (at a
higher price than natural gas)
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5. Green-X recalculates RES costs & support expenditures (incorporating market values,
electricity prices, dispatchable RES use) (iteration 2)
Deployment of variable renewables (solar PV, wind, hydro),
certain biomass fractions (biowaste, …)

Green-X: renewables deployment
and related costs, expenditures
and benefits by country on a
yearly basis (2015 to 2050).
Country- and technology-specific
RES capacities and generation in
the electricity sector for selected
years (2030, 2040, 2050)

Enertile: optimisation of hourly
dispatch and investment in
- CSP
- Natural gas … biogas
- P2G+G2P (hydrogen)
- Other storage options
- (Wind offshore)
Results: investment and dispatch of
power plant portfolio, flexibility
options and transmission grid

Market values & electricity prices,
for final recalculation: use of dispatchable RES (incl. CSP)

Figure 2: Iteration process between Green-X and Enertile.
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3 DATA DESCRIPTION
The dataset described contains the key data underlying the modelling activities of the MUSTEC
project Deliverable 8.2 used in the models Green-X (TU Wien) and Enertile (Fraunhofer ISI). For
increasing transparency in the approach used and the underlying data and results, it is publicly
available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3905045. The data is documented in this report as well
as in the README.md file attached to the data on zenodo.
We strongly encourage interested readers to interpret the results only in combination with the
analysed research questions (impact of cooperation for market uptake of CSP in the EU) and not to
overinterpret detailed results out of context. Please refer to the detailed description of the modelled
scenarios, results and findings in Resch et al. (2020). The report is online available at
https://www.mustec.eu/showcases-isotope.
The licence of this data allows use if you give appropriate credit, under the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International license4.
We provide the data in form of .xlsx files containig various tabs for different
scenarios/countries/results.
Enertile data
The modelling data from the Enertile model is
“Data_Enertile_MUSTEC_D8.3.xlsx”. It contains the following tabs:
Name
Scenarios
Capacity

CSP_Cap_Country
Generation

Generation_Country

4

available

Description
Scenario definitions incl. abbreviations
 Installed capacities for all
considered scenarios for the
years 2030 to 2050
 Installed Capacities in 2050 for all
considered Scenarios
Installed CSP capacity per country, year
and scenario
 Generated electricity for the
considered scenarios in 2030 to
2050
 Generated electricity in 2050
CSP electricity generation per scenario,
country and year

in

the

file
Unit
GW

GW
TWh

TWh

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Gap_CSP

CO2_Costs
CO2_Emissions
Trading_Volume

Trading_Capacity

Gap between total electricity demand
and exogenously given generation which
can be filled by CSP, (bio-)gas or wind
offshore depending on the scenario
Underlying CO2-Costs for the considered
scenarios
CO2-Emissions per scenario and year
 Net-Trading in the considered
scenarios per year and country
 Trading volume for the
considered scenarios and years
 Trading capacity for the
considered scenarios, years and
countries
 Total trading capacity per
scenario and year
 Total trading capacity per year
and scenario

TWh

EUR2010/t CO2
Mt
TWh

GW

Green-X data
The modelling data for the Green-X model is available in 15 detailed .xlsx files for each scenario as
well as one file comparing the scenarios:



Comparison MUSTEC GX scenarios
Details GX for
o Coop - High Demand
o Coop - High Demand (Low Carbon Price)
o Coop - Low Demand
o Coop - High Demand - Limited Grid
o Coop - High Demand - Low Climate Ambition
o Coop - High Demand - Less Flexibility
o NatPre - High Demand
o NatPre - High Demand (Low Carbon Price)
o NatPre - Low Demand
o NatPre - High Demand - Limited Grid
o Grassroots – High Demand
o Coop – High Demand – High Country Risk
o Coop – High Demand – High Country Risk (Low Carbon Price)
o NatPre – High Demand – High Country Risk
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o NatPre – High Demand – High Country Risk (Low Carbon Price)
The detailed scenario files contain key assumptions, results on electricity generation, results on
export expenditures and results on capital expenditures for overall EU28 and all single countries
separately. The comparison file gives an overview of all scenarios on the EU28 level.
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WHO WE ARE
The MUSTEC consortium consists of nine renowned institutions from six European countries and
includes many of the most prolific researchers in the European energy policy community, with very
long track records of research in European and nationally funded energy policy research projects.
The project is coordinated by Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y
Tecnologicas-CIEMAT.
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University of Piraeus Research Center –
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DE
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European Solar Thermal Electricity
Association – ESTELA
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LEGAL NOTICE
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the European Union. Neither the INEA nor the European Commission is
responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
All rights reserved; no part of this publication may be translated, reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of the publisher.
Many of the designations used by manufacturers and sellers to distinguish their products are
claimed as trademarks. The quotation of those designations in whatever way does not imply the
conclusion that the use of those designations is legal without the content of the owner of the
trademark.
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